Enhance
your shutters
Browse our premium products and
optional extras available for you to add
the finishing touches to your shutters...

PowerMotion

Effortless, automated shutters!

Introducing the ultimate luxury in window shutters:
PowerMotion by S:CRAFT. The automated upgrade that
lets you control your shutters remotely.
This time-saving extra lets you control your shutters remotely,
simply and effortlessly, at the touch of a button.
S:CRAFT’s intelligent design stops the motors if anything blocks
the louvre motion. Making this a safe choice for younger children
with inquisitive fingers.
Available in a wide range of styles and installation types; if you’re
looking for motorised shutters, PowerMotion is the perfect
choice.

POWERMOTION
SHUTTER CONTROL
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

POWERMOTION KEY BENEFITS
Saving you time and effort

Efficient battery

PowerMotion automated shutters are the perfect choice
for larger installations and hard to reach areas where it’s
not possible to tilt the shutter louvres by hand. No window
is off limits!

Each PowerMotion shutter has a rechargeable lithium ion
battery that can be charged by a USB cable. Battery life
is enhanced with a dynamic solar panel that should last a
year between full charges.

Built in protection

No window is off limits

The intelligent design of PowerMotion will disengage the
motors if something blocks the louvres. Making it a great
choice for families with young children and inquisitive
little fingers

PowerMotion is available in nearly all of S:CRAFT’s
shutter ranges and installation styles. It doesn’t matter
if you need shutters for a French door, special shape,
gable end or bay window – your shutter choice can be
automated.

Easy-to-use remote
PowerMotion’s remote control has a simple dial that
allows precision control of the louvres. Letting you
effortlessly control your pre-programmed channels.

Complete louvre control
With PowerMotion you have the choice to control your
louvres however you wish to. Either use the remote
control and open your louvres at the touch of a button or
manually operate by hand if you prefer.

AutoClose

Closes the louvres for you!

HOW
AUTOCLOSE
WORKS

Introducing the AutoClose upgrade from S:CRAFT.
The fully-integrated mechanism that closes the
louvres, so you don’t have to!

Locate the
convenient ring pull
on your shutter panel

Ideal for shutters covering large expanses, such as
room dividers, wardrobes and patio doors. Available in
all our hardwood shutter ranges.
There’s no need to manually close your shutters, simply
use the convenient ring pull. AutoClose makes life that
little bit easier.
Now you can save time, minimise effort and protect
your louvres instantly with AutoClose!

Slowly pull the ring
upwards with your
finger until the louvres
are fully closed

AutoClose is suitable for the following installation styles:
Full height

Track shutters

Cafe style

Room dividers

Tier-on-tier

Conservatory

Bay window
Seamless and practical control for shutter manoeuvres.

AUTOCLOSE,
CLOSES THE
LOUVRES FOR YOU!

AUTOCLOSE KEY BENEFITS
Minimises effort
Designed for ease of use, the new AutoClose
upgrade from S:CRAFT closes the louvres so
that you don’t have to.

Saves you time
Saving time when opening the panels,
AutoClose reduces the chances of damaged
louvres caused by overzealous operation.

Helps protect the louvres
Treat your shutters and louvres with optimum
care and respect with this new, fully integrated
upgrade option which automatically closes the
louvres safely and smoothly.

Your style made-to-measure
Ideal for shutters covering large expanses, such
as room dividers, wardrobes and patio doors.
Available in louvre sizes: 63mm, 76mm, 89mm
and 114mm.

.

OPTIONAL
EXTRAS
Our shutters are so versatile, the
possibilities are endless. Panels can be
personalised to individual taste, which is
why we provide several additional extras
to add those finishing touches to your
new shutters.

Shutter
& Shade

Shutter & Shade is a
solution that combines
shutters with our room
darkening PURE Cell™
Honeycomb blinds. The
blinds sit snuggly in a
channel behind your
shutters, virtually blocking
out all external light.

Custom colour

If you’re looking for a particular colour to match your
design choices, but you can’t find it in our existing range,
our custom colour option allows you to personalise your
shutters and achieve your perfect finish.

Hidden hinges

If you want to create a sleek and modern look, with clean lines, consider the option of
a hidden hinge. This optional extra is available when ordered with our Samoa range of
shutters. Its thick, robust frames are proportionate in size to its louvres, producing a
visually pleasing finish.

Silent tilt

Silent tilt is the shutter option that has no tilt rod on the louvres. A tilt
rod is a vertical rod that is used to open and close the louvres. Silent tilt
is a good choice for those preferring to close their louvres by touch.

Hardware

Explore our range of locks, bolts and handles. With so much
choice, we’re confident you’ll find a style you like that’s not only
practical but adds extra finesse to your shutters.

Air freight
We appreciate that time is
frequently a deciding factor
when renovating your home,
so we offer the choice of
an air freight service. This
optional extra ensures that
your shutters are delivered
by the quickest route, for
those who do not wish to
wait for their shutters to
arrive by sea freight.

Fixed
louvres

Fixed louvres are ideal for
room dividers and wardrobe
doors. This stylish option
keeps your louvres in place so
that you don’t need to worry
about moving them.

Your nearest S:CRAFT retailer is:

www.s-craft.co.uk
S:CRAFT is a registered trademark and
trading name of Shuttercraft Ltd.

